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FAR~ & HO~E 5[IEN[E 
Published Quarterly 
by the 
UTAH AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION 
Vol. 5 December 1944 No.4 
Agricultural Production in Utah for 1945 
Report of Committee on 1945 Production Summarized by W. Preston Thomas 
A N increase in productio~ of food and fiber for 1945,46 IS needed 
to meet demands. The U. S. War Food 
Administration has estimated that dur, 
ing 1945,46 the total food requirements 
for United States civilians, military and 
lend, lease shipments and European and 
Asiatic relief will be from 5 to lOper' 
cent greater than 1944 production. An 
ad justment in the agricultural programs 
undoubtedly will be necessary when the 
arious foreign countries get back into 
full production. An increase in world 
production of agricultural products will 
not like I y materialize until after 1945. 
At the request of the U. S. Food 
Administration, a study of Utah's food 
and fiber production for 1945 was made 
by the staff of the Utah State Agri, 
cultural College and the U. S. Bureau 
of Agricultural Economics, cooperating 
with various federal agencies. Recom' 
mendations on Utah's agricultural pro' 
duction program for next year have 
been sent to Washington for considera' 
tion with other state reports for use in 
making up a national food production 
program for 1945. The men making 
this study took into consid~ration the 
increased demand for food and fiber, 
the agricultural resources available, and 
th price relationships between agricul, 
tural and non,agricultural commodities 
and between various agricultural com' 
modities. 
The availability of agricultural re' 
sources for crop production for 1945 
should be at least equal to and possibly 
greater than for 1944. It is reported 
that most of Utah reservoirs will carry 
some storage water for 1945. Supplies 
of machinery, fertilizers, labor, and mar' 
keting facilities for 1945 will be at least 
equal to and likely more favorable than 
in 1944. 
It is recognized that the most potent 
factor in obtaining increases in food 
production during this war emergency 
is a favorable price relationship. To 
obtain the necessary food to meet re' 
quirements commensurate prices and in, 
come between farm and non,farm 
groups must be maintained. Also a 
relatively favorable price relationship 
between essential foods must be estab, 
lished and maintained if a balanced 
production program is to result. 
There was a wide variation in price 
upport programs for essential agricul, 
tural products for 1944. This lack of 
balance in price relationships was the 
major factor influencing changes in 
Utah's 1944 agricultural production 
from the goals adopted at the beginning 
of the year. Utah's agricultural produc, 
tion will continue to be unbalanced if 
the 1944 price program is applied for 
1945. 
It was the opinion of the committee 
that a 1945 production program built 
on the 1944 price schedule would not 
give the desired production or make the 
best utilization of land and other pro' 
ductive resources. The pre,war and 
1944 agricultural production for Utah 
and estimates for 1945 are shown in 
tables 1 and 2. Estimates for 1945 were 
based on (1) 1944 price schedules, and 
(2) on prices adjusted to obtain the 
desired production. 




An increase in acreage devoted to the 
production of fresh vegetables to meet 
the demands of the local market, and 
of onions and celery that can be grown 
and shipped to advantage to distant 
markets, is justified. 
Seed 
Approximately 1600 acres of vege, 
table seed was grown in Utah in 1944. 
This acreage includes onion, lettuce, 
bean, carrot, celery, radish, cabbage, 
turnip, table beet and parsnip. As farm ' 
ers become experienced in the produc, 
tion of seed and present demand con' 
tinues, the acreage may be safely ex' 
panded. It is expected that the acreage 
will be increased to 2000 for 1945. 
High quality sugar beet seed has been 
grown in Utah for some time. The 
acreage was reduced from 688 acres in 
1941 to 469 acres in 1944. Nine hun ' 
dred acres are recommended for 1945. 
In areas where production is favor, 
able it is recommended to increase pro' 
duction of alfalfa, clover, and some 
grass seeds. 
Dry beans 
This crop has a high pnonty as a. 
war crop. It is a new crop for most 
Utah farmers except those located in 
the southeastern part of the state. Be' 
cause of price and competition with 
other crops, only a small acreage has 
been grown in other areas. The acreage 
for 1944 was only 11,000 and a slight 
reduction is recommended for 1945. 
Sugar beets 
The acreage planted to sugar beets 
fluctuates with the relative price for 
beets compared to competing crops. 
From 1926 until 1943 the sugar beet 
acreage in Utah ranged between 45,000 
and 55,000 acres. In 1943 and in 1944 
because of higher prices for competing 
crops that required less labor the acre' 
(Continued on page 11) 
(1) Professor George Ballif Caine, head of the department since its establishment in 1916. 
He has been a leader in the organization of the dairy industry throughout the state and nation. 
(2) George Q . Bateman, assi tant re earch profe sor and uperintendent of the dairy experimental 
farm, is employed cooperatively by the Station and the U. S. Bureau of Dairy Industry. Mr. 
Bateman has done out tanding work in the breeding and feeding of dairy cows as well as in the 
management of irrigated pastures. He has been a member of the Station staff since 1925. 
(3) J. Elmo Packer, research as istant, has charge of the management of the experimental dairy 
herd of some sixty Holstein-Fresian dairy animals. He graduated from the College in 1941 
and has been employed by the Station since that time. (4) Profes or Arthur J. Morris has been 
in charge of the dairy manufacturing division of the work ince 1931. He spends his time in 
teaching and extension. He has cooperated with the Station in work on the use of frozen fruit 
purees in ice cream making. (5) Lyman Rich extension dairyman since 1936, carries the results 
Y of the research work to the farmers of the state. He has been influential in organizing cow 
te ting a sociations for the improvement of the dairy herds 
Department of Dairy Husbandry and Manufacturing 
T H E Department of Dairy Hu -ban dry and Manufacturing of the 
Utah tate Agricultural He wa or-
gani4ed in 1916. om of the earlie t 
problems inve tigated were a ompari-
on of the variou m thods of kimmina 
milk; factors in the production of ood 
chee . be t kinds of rou hage for milk 
production' the comparative value 
measured in dairy product. of th 
oiling sy tern of feeding dairy cow 
and of pasture feedin . 
In 1924 the Cronquist farm, con i t-
ing of 6 acre of irri at d land with 
farm buildings and quipm nt, was ac-
quir d a a dairy exp rim ntal unit. 
Through coo eration with the U . 
Bureau of Dairy Indu try a herd of 
purebred HoI t in-Fr ian cattl wa 
acquired and cooperative bre ding and 
feeding tudie w re bun. Thi ct-
up made po sib I th sy tcmatic tudy 
of dairy problem pertaining to br d-
ina, feeding, housin , co t of produc-
tion and u c of pa tur land. 
A study of th r lative valu of w t 
be t pulp and of corn ilag in th dairy 
ration showed that cow on the wet 
2 
bet-pulp ration produced lightly morc 
milk and butterfat than did tho on 
corn sila e ration. They exhi ited a 
lower br eding effici ncy and how d 
other e idences of a lack of pho phoru . 
ther feeding tudies have hown 
that alfalfa hay pasture and chopp d 
barl y increa ed milk production an 
av ra of 22 percent over alfalfa hay 
and pa' tur. Alfalfa hay, pa ture and 
corn silag incr a cd production 6 p r -
ent 0 er the ba ration. 
In th breeding pr gram, the contin-
u u u f pr e ire ha re ult d 
in an inh ritanc for hi h milk and 
butterfat producti n. Thr u h thi pro-
gram animals of superior reeding and 
tran mitting abi lity have been put into 
the dairy h rds in Utah. 
R esults of pa ture im ro ement and 
mana m nt tudie have brought about 
radical changes in the managem nt of 
irri ated pa tur throu hout th state. 
These studi s hav hown that fertil-
izers reatly inc rea e the quantity and 
quality of forage produced, that rota-
tion razing allow n w forag to et 
an ad quate growth dore the pastur 
razed a ain. 
Th Colleg dairy herd com po ed of 
pur bred HoI t in and Jer y cattle ha 
b en maintained as a eparate herd f r 
judging and other in tructional pur-
pose. 
The xperimental herd was the first 
herd accr dit d fr e of Ban's di ea e 
in Utah and has continued to point 
the way for radication of this disease 
in the state. 
The dairy manufacturing division is 
well equipp d t analyz and manufac-
ture or proc ss market milk, butt r, 
ch , and ice cr am. B twe n 3000 
to 5000 pounds of milk ar receiv d 
daily which are used in teaching th 
makin of dairy products and quality 
and technical control work. Instruction 
and demon trations are given to short 
course stud nts from commercial plants 
throughout the year. Some research 
work i done in cooperation with the 
Experiment Station and in recent years 
five master' theses have been written 
from the research conducted in dairy 
manufacturing. The cr amery has also 
provided an important service to the 
campus and colleg cafeteria in makin 
available for sale plenty of dairy pr d-
ucts of hi h quality. 
An exten ion dairy sp ciali t wa first 
appointed in 1922. He has work d with 
the farmer of the state in an effort to 
improv the quality of their milking 
herds. 
Farm and Home Science 
THE ALFALFA SEED PRODUCTION PROBLEM 
Inte11sive Studies by Station and V.S.D.A. Scientists Hold 
Promise of Solving Problem 
T HE history of alfalfa s d produc-tion in Utah sinc 1925 has b n 
one of radually declining yields. In that 
year Utah's 22 million pound crop was 
about 40 percent of the nation s total 
production, while the estimated thre 
and one-half million pounds produced 
in 1943 was only 5.4 percent of the 
total production in the United States. 
Equally striking has be n the drop in 
p r acr yield from 400 to 110 pound . 
The decline in production in Utah, 
how ver, is not unlike that of other 
alfalfa seed areas the causes of which 
have never been satisfactorily explained. 
Two years ago, the Utah Agricultural 
Experiment Station entered into a co-
operativ project with the U. S. Depart-
ment of Agriculture to investigate thor-
oughly the problem of declining alfalfa 
seed yield. The method of attack in-
cludes studi s of agronomic practices 
and injurious and beneficial insects as 
they affect seed production. Encourag-
ing progress is being made which gives 
some Ii ht on causes of low yields and 
also gives promise of their ultimat 
control. 
Alfalfa fields may blossom sparsely 
or not at all when h avily infested by 
lygus bugs. Serious bud injury may 
then occur with practically no hope of 
harvesting a e d crop. Lygu bugs are 
v ry difficult to control because of their 
rapid breeding and their habit of mi-
grating to succul nt growth. Recent 
evidence obtained by Professor C. ]. 
Sor n on of the Utah Station and by 
Frank V. Li berman and Q. A. Hare 
of the A ricultural Re arch Adminis-
tration wh n u ing some of the newly 
devel ped insecticide, appears to indi-
cate that a satisfactory solution to the 
lygus problem may come when the new 
insecticid s being used now for military 
purposes become available for commer-
cial us . 
From inv stigations conducted by Dr. 
]. W. Carlson and G. H. Vans ell of th 
Agricultural Resea~ch Administration 
in Utah this s ason, it i reasonably cer-
tain that alfalfa flower must be tripp d 
to obtain a good seed set. The sexual 
parts of the flower ar enclo ed in a 
hood or keel and mu t be r lea ed by 
openin the ke I (tripping) before 
effectiv pollinati n is pos ible. An 
abundance of evidenc i available to 
show that trippin is not alway ade-
quate and that lack of tripping is pro -
ably sometime one of the major caus 
of crop failure. 
The tripping agent found in Utah 
alfalfa ar honeybees and wild bees 
which nest in or on the round. Cur-
rent agricultural practices have some-
times b en d structiv to the round 
nesting bees. Car I s practices hav 
undoubtedly d pleted th ir population 
in some localitie and even caused their 
extinction. No evidence has b en found 
to how that honeybees are other than 
b neficial to th alfalfa seed crop. 
Blo som of alfalfa w re found' to be 
a poor comp titor to many weeds in 
their a ility to attract both the wild 
be and the poll n collecting 
honey-bees. om of th more at-
tractive w ed ar sweet clover 
Canada thi tl, unflower, gum 
(Below) View of the experimental alfal-
fa plots u ed for testing insecticide 
materials at Logan. (Left) Illustrat-
ing the change from eed set to non-
seed set when a cage was placed over 
the plant. The blossoms dropped from 
the upper racemes 
The rear leg of a honeybee showing a ball 
of pollen. Two such loads are carried in 
by each pollen collector 
weeds, chicory, from which the pollen 
requirement of bees are apparently sat-
isfied without collecting from alfalfa. 
C rtain cultivated plants such as corn 
and r d clover al 0 attract bees away 
fr m alfalfa. Mean wher by alfalfa 
can be mad more attractive to honey-
be s as a source of pollen is a phase of 
the pr blem now receiVIng attention. 
Alfalfa growers may take certain pos-
itive action to the benefit of seed pro-
duction as follow : 
(1) Preserve and encourage increas 
of wild bees by protecting their 
nesting places and by using care 
in the application of in ecticides. 
The use of insecticides on plants 
in blossom may be very destruc-
tive to be s. 
(2) Encourage the keeping of honey-
bees near alfalfa fields. This may 
be done by providing apiary sites 
and therwi e protecting b e-
keepers' interest . 
(3) Les en competition fr m weed 
by cutting or otherwi e destroy-
ing them before the alfalfa seed 
crop blooms. 
(4) Rank growin succulent alfalfa 
apparently is not attractive to 
the poll n bees, but is attractive 
to harm ful insects such as the 
lygus bug. The grower, there-
fore should regulate his irriga-
tion practices for seed produc-
tion 0 that this type of growth 
will not occur. 
From the pr view of the work now 
in progress, it is elieved that alfalfa 
seed growers can look forward with 
considerably more optimism than ha 
been the ca e in the past decade, pro-
vidin these sugg stions are put into 
practice. 
(A later i ue of Farm and Home 
Science will contain more detailed in-
formation on the experimental work on 
alfalfa seed production being conducted 
at the Utah Station in cooperation with 
the Agricultural Re earch Administra-
tion.) 
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FARM AND HOME SCIENCE 
Published Quarterly by the Utah 
Agricultural Experiment Station 
Logan, Utah 
R. H. WALKER, Director 
GLADYS L. HARRISON, Editor 
Address correspondence regarding material 
appearing in these columns either to the editor 
or to the author. 
More detailed information on the subjects 
discussed here can often be found in Station 
bulletins and circulars or may be had through 
correspondence. 
College eries no. 696 
RESEARCH IN AGRICULTURE 
SINCE 1900, scientific research in in-dustry has brought many new de-
velopments into our homes and our 
daily activities. Some of the more com-
mon of these are the telephone, electric 
lights and refrigerators, the sewing ma-
chine, the radio, the automobile, the 
airplane, the paved road, and new medi-
cine for the treatment and control of 
disease, such as sulfa drugs and peni-
cillin. The knowledge of proper meth-
ods of sanitation, of vitamins and im-
proved diets for better nutrition is also 
the product of scientific research. 
Most of these things are now coming 
to be so commonplace that we are prone 
to forget the time when we did not 
have them. Likewise, we sometimes fail 
to recognize that they are the product 
of long years of painstaking, scientific 
research. This research has been sup-
ported by the colleges and universities, 
by industry and by the state and federal 
governments. 
Scientific research in agriculture has 
also been going forward in the state 
agricultural experiment stations and in 
the laboratories and field stations of the 
U. S. Department of Agriculture. The 
record of achievement has been just as 
marked and the developments just as 
significant to the welfare of the people 
and the nation as have been the new de-
velopments in industrial research. These 
developments include new varieties of 
plants of superior quality and yielding 
ability and also resistant to disease, im-
proved strains of livestock, better feed-
ing and management practices, powerful 
insecticides for the control of insect 
pests, improved methods of combating 
plant and animal diseases, high quality 
commercial fertilizers, and methods of 
soil management for their conservation 
and continued productivity, improved 
machinery for the more effective utiliza-
tion of labor and conservation of the 
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WILLIAM WILLIAMS HENDERSON - '1879-1944 
F OLLOWING a confining illness of approximately two months result-
ing from heart trouble, Dr. W. W. 
Henderson, prominent and beloved 
teacher at the Utah State Agricultural 
College during 21 years, died October 
31, 1944. 
He was born at Clarkston, Cache 
County, Utah, May 23, 1879. When 
he was nine years of age, his parents 
moved the family to Robin, Idaho, 
where he was raised on a farm. During 
his young manhood and periodically 
through many years, he assisted his 
father in the mercantile business at 
Arimo, Idaho. 
He attended the grade schools in 
Utah and Idaho. His natural thirst for 
learning brought him to the Brigham 
Young College at Logan, and from this 
institution he obtained a bachelor of 
arts degree in 1903. Imediately follow-
ing this, he entered the University of 
Chicago, later transferring to Cornell 
University where he obtained a master 
of science degree in 1905. 
Returning from Cornell University, 
W. W. Henderson became instructor in 
biology at the Brigham Young College, 
serving in this position from 1905 to 
1910. From 1910 to 1914 he was prin-
cipal of the L.D.S. Weber Academy in 
Ogden. 
In 1917, Professor Henderson canle 
to the Utah State Agricultural College 
as head of the Department of Zoology 
and Entomology, professor of zoology 
and entomology, and entomologist of 
the Agricultural Experiment Station. 
He continued in these positions until 
• 
crops produced. There is scarcely a crop 
or animal grown, or farm practice em-
ployed, that has not been improved or 
developed by the agricultural scientists 
in their research efforts. Weare prone, 
however, to forget this; or we fail to 
recognke the part that scientific re-
search has had in the developments for 
the improvement of agriculture. With-
out these improvements, the record 
wartime production on the farms of 
America could not have been possible. 
What about the future possibilities 
for improvement of agriculture through 
scientific research? The leaders of in-
dustry have long been convinced that 
they cannot afford to leave the future 
to chance in the hope that some one, 
some time, will think of something use-
ful; that some new invention will turn 
up. Each year a greater proportion of 
1920 when he became president of the 
Brigham Young College, serving there 
until that institution was discontinued 
as a college in 1926. 
Obtaining his doctor of philosophy 
degree in 1924 from the University of 
California, Dr. Henderson returned to 
the Utah State Agricultural College in 
1926, resuming his former position. 
With the exception of one year, 1928-
29, he served the College continuously 
from 1926 to the time of his death. For 
that year he had been granted a leave 
of absence to serve as the first director 
of the L.D.S. Institute which he had 
also aided in planning and building, or-
ganizing its courses and in selecting its 
faculty. 
Dr. Henderson took a prominent part 
in all campus activities of a scholastic 
or professional nature. For years h e 
served as chairman of the Attendance 
and Scholarship committee. He aided 
in organizing and sponsoring such 
campus organizations as the Genetics 
Seminar, Zoology Seminar and the Uta-
zoa Society. He rendered valuable ser-
vice in establishing the Utah State 
Chapter of the Society of the Sigma Xi 
on the campus in 1942 and served as 
its president during 1943-44. He was a 
member of the Faculty Advisory Coun-
cil and other faculty organizations and 
committees. 
Dr. Henderson possessed a natural 
penchant for discovering truth and a 
zeal for teaching it. He searched for 
it in its original sources of the great 
out-of-doors, in the laboratory, and in 
(Continued on page 6) 
• 
their total earnings is going into re-
search and new developments as a safe-
guard for the future. 
Can agriculture afford to leave its 
future to chance any more than can 
industry? After careful analysis we be-
lieve all will agree that the problems of 
agriculture should be tackled with as 
much vigor and with the benefit of as 
much scientific knowledge and training 
as are the problems of industry. This 
can best be done through the present 
research agencies of the agricultural ex-
periment stations, together with the 
federal research agencies. Liberal finan-
cial support should be given these re- " 
search agencies by the state and feder"al 
governments as the good resulting from 
the improvements to agriculture will 
reflect to the general welfare of all the 
people. 
Farm and Home Science 
FRUIT POLLINATION- A PROBLEM IN UTAH 
Scarcity of Bees and Improper Orchard Practices Have Resulted in 
Lowered Yields in Utah Orchards 
By A. L. STARK 
L AST season many Utah fruit grow, ers were disappointed at the light 
set of fruit in their orchards because 
spring bloom appeared adequate and 
the weather was quite favorable during 
the bloom period. This disappointment 
occurs every season to a few scattered 
growers, but last spring it was more 
general than usual and affected more 
fruits than the customary sweet cherry, 
Hale peach, and Anjou pear. Even 
apple trees, which ordinarily set a good 
crop, failed to set a normal bloom. 
There are several factors which might 
have been responsible for this light set 
but the principal one was inadequate 
population of bees to do the job. 
Bees are Necessary for Pollination 
Bees are essential to the pollination 
of fruit blossoms. ther insects may 
be responsible for the pollination f an 
occasional flower but these would not 
begin to do the job well enough for a 
commercial set of fruit. There are grow' 
ers who consider wind an important 
factor in the pollination of fruit bloom 
but careful investigation has shown that 
pollen from fruit trees is not wind, 
blown and that no pollination ccurs 
as a result of wind. Nut trees, corn, 
and the common grasses ar pollinated 
by pollen carried in the wind but this 
method is not a factor with fruit trees. 
The importance of bees in fruit set" 
ting was well illustrated in Utah last 
year. One explanation for the unsatis" 
factory set of fruit in most sections was 
the extremely low population of bees 
in fruit, producing areas. During the 
wint r hundreds of colonies of be s died 
in the northern part of the state, where 
the bulk of the fruit is produced. Even 
though an attem pt was made to replac 
these heavy losses with package bees, 
the actual working population was far 
below normal in most orchards and the 
set of fruit was correspondingly low. 
Package Bees are Not Satisfactory 
Package bees are not the answer to 
the pollination problem. M any studies 
have been conducted in various parts of 
the country on the relative merits of 
well established strong colonies and 
newly established package bees. All of 
these have shown that package bees are 
relatively ineffective pollini4ers com" 
pared with overwintering stron colo, 
for December 1944 
nies. The reason for this is that many 
of the bees in the package terminate 
their normal six,week life span before 
they become established in their new 
home. Th y also fly less freely at low 
temperatures than do well establish d 
strong colonies and until a temperature 
of 72 to 74 degrees F. is reacheocl their 
flight is quite limited. At 50 to 60 
degrees F. b s in weak colonies exhibit 
considerable activity at thes cool tern' 
peratures. Inasmuch as these low tern' 
peratures are often prevalent during the 
pollination season in Utah, it i quite 
evident that strong colonies of bees 
should be placed in the orchards for 
pollination. 
The question will na.turally arise as to 
just what con titutes a strong colony of 
b . Th trength of the colony can 
be observed by an inspection of th 
hiv. Hives containing eight or more 
combs having brood are considered 
strong colonies. Where only four to six 
combs contain brood, the colony is con' 
sidered only moderately strong or wenk. 
Orchardists who rent be s should con' 
sider th strenath of the colonies that 
are placed in the orchard in determin' 
in the r ntal price. Wherev r possibl 
only well establi hed strong coloni s 
hould be r nted. 
How Many Colonies are Necessary 
If the weather and other factors are 
favorable one trong colony of bees per 
acre will be sufficient. In most instances, 
however, all factor are not favorable 
Arrangement of pollinizers for minimum use 
of pollinizing variety 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 • 0 0 • 0 0 • 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 • 0 0 • 0 0 • 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 • 0 0 • 0 0 • 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
and to insure for these unfavorable COIl ' 
ditions two or three colonies would be 
better. This is especially true in sweet 
cherry orchards, ]. H. Hale peaches, and 
in pear orchards. If package bees or 
weak over-wintering colonies are used, 
more than three hives per acre are de' 
sirable. 
The placement of the colonies in the 
orchard is important. In bright warm 
weather bees will fly as far as one and 
one,half miles from the hive in search 
of pollen and nectar. On some occa' 
sions they have been known to fly as 
far as eight miles. In cool or windy 
weath r and in cloudy weather the 
flight is confined to short distances from 
the hive. Because of this, distribution 
of the colonies throughout the orchard 
is necessary to insure adequate pollina' 
tion during cool, cloudy, or windy 
weather. Since it is impossible to pre' 
dict in advance the kind of weather that 
will occur during the pollination season, 
it would be well to distribute the hives 
at regular intervals over the orchard in 
anticipation of unfavorable weather. 
The hives should face east or prefer-
ably south and should be so placed as 
to get as much full sun as possible. Pro-
tection from the wind is desirable. Mov-
ing the colonies into the orchard several 
weeks in advance of bloom allows the 
bees to become adjusted to their new 
location before the flowers open. To 
prev nt the bees from drifting back to 
their old location, it is advisable to move 
them at least five miles or more from 
where they worked previously. 
Pollinating Varieties Necessary 
Even though there are pI nty of be s 
present, there are many fruit varieties 
that will not set fruit if pollinized with 
their own pollen. M ost varieties of tree 
Arrangement of pollinizers when pollinizing 
variety has commercial value 
0 0 • 0 0 • 0 0 • 
0 0 • 0 0 • 0 0 • 
0 0 • 0 0 • 0 0 • 
0 0 • 0 0 • 0 0 • 
0 0 • 0 0 • 0 0 • 
0 0 • 0 0 • 0 0 • 
0 0 • 0 0 • 0 0 • 
0 0 • 0 0 • 0 0 • 
0 0 • 0 0 • 0 0 • 
0 0 • 0 0 • 0 0 • 
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fruits will set better crops when cross' 
pollination occurs. 
The three sweet cherry varfeties, 
Bing, Lambert, and Royal Anne, are 
inter,unfruitful and therefore require a 
fourth variety to set a crop. Black Tar' 
tarian and Windsor are commonly used 
for this purpose in Utah. Both of these 
pollinizing varieties are essential since 
Black Tartarian will sometimes bloom 
too early to pollinate Lambert. A mini, 
mum of the pollinating varieties is de' 
sirable because of the inferior market 
value of the fruit. A pollinizer planted 
every third tree in every third row will 
supply sufficient pollinating surface for 
sweet cherries. Where a solid block of 
sweet cherries has been planted without 
pollinizers, budding in three or four 
branches of a pollinizing variety in the 
top of each tree is an effective way to 
olve the problem. One small branch 
does not give sufficient pollinizing sur' 
face to set a good commercial crop. 
Placing bouquets of a pollinizing variety 
in buckets throughout the orchard dur' 
ing bloom has some beneficial influence. 
Sour cherry and apricot varieties 
grown in Utah may be planted in solid 
blocks without regard for pollination. 
Most peach varieties are also self-fruit, 
ful but the ]. H. Hale is an exception. 
This variety has defective pollen and 
requires pollen from some other peach 
variety to set a crop. 
Bartlett pears are self,fruitful under 
some conditions and not under others. 
To be certain of a good set of pears, it 
is better to interplant another variety 
for cross'pollination. Anjou or any 
other pear variety that blooms at the 
same time may be used as a pollinizer 
for Bartlett. Anjou is self,unfruitful 
and therefore requires another pear 
variety for a satisfactory set. Heavy 
pruning of mature Anjou trees is also 
helpful in obtaining a good commercial 
crop. 
Providing pollinizers for apples is a 
good policy under Utah conditions. De' 
licious, McIntosh, Stayman and Wine' 
sap are self'unfruitful and require cross' 
pollination for a satisfactory crop. Jona, 
than and Rome Beauty sometimes fail 
to set a good crop with their own pol, 
len. Winesap and Stayman are inter' 
unfruitful but may be used to pollinate 
other varieties. There is enough over' 
lap in bloom so that most apple varieties 
commonly grown in Utah will serve as 
pollinizer for each other. 
Italian prunes set a satisfactory crop 
when planted in a large block without 
pollinizers. Satsuma and Santa Rosa 
plums will pollinate each other but are 
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self'unfruitful. Duarte is a much better 
pollinizer than Satsuma which is rather 
poor for most Japanese plums common' 
ly grown in Utah. All plums of this 
type require cross'pollination for a satis, 
factory crop and single varieties should 
never be planted alone. 
In a season like last spring where 
many fruits overlapped in bloom, bees 
are selective in their choice of flowers. 
Under such conditions pears will be 
neglected and the honey bees will work 
flowers of apples, cherries and the other 
fruits in preference to the pear bloom. 
The reason for this has been explained 
by the low sugar content of pear blooms. 
The sugar content of nectar from fruit 
tree flowers is as follows: sweet cherry, 
50,60 percent; peach and nectarine, 
around 30 percent· apple, 45,55 .per, 
cent; sour cherry, 20,40 percent; apri, 
cot, 5,25 percent· and Bartlett pears, 8, 
10 percent. 
Orchardist Should Protect the Bees 
Spraying fruit trees in full bloom 
with lead arsenate will result in heavy 
bee poisoning. There is no pest in Utah 
that necessitates spraying with lead ar' 
senate, or any other similar stomach 
poison, at the time of full bloom. The 
bloom should be almost gone before the 
calyx spray is applied. Spray that drops 
from the trees on a cover crop in flower 
will also result in bee poi oning. Or' 
chardists should inform beekeepers in 
advance as to spray dates so that the 
bees may be moved from the orchards 
before any poisoning occurs. If the 
bee must remain in the orchard any 
cover crops in bloom should be cut be' 
fore spraying and adequate water for 
the be~s should be provided near the 
colonies so that the bees will not drink 
the spray mixture from the wct vegeta' 
tion. 
Bee men need the fruit bloom and 
orchardists need the bees. It is to the 
mutual advantage of both to work to' 
gether in the solution of their problems. 
• 
W. W. HENDERSON 
(Continued from page 4) 
the works of other researchers. He was 
an earnest courageous champion of aU 
truth and of the scientific method of 
obtaining it. However, because of the 
large amount of executive work re-
quired of him in most of his positions, 
he was prevented from doing as much 
original research as he desired to do. 
Nevertheless, he made important con-
tributions to science, particularly with 
reference to the taxonomy of western 
Orthoptera. 
His collections of Orthoptera num-
ber . thousands of specimens and dozens 
of species that he has collected in the 
fields, in canyons, on mountains and on 
the deserts of Utah. 
Dr. Hehderson held membership in 
the following honorary and scientific 
societies: Sigma Xi, Cornell Chapter, 
1905; Phi Kappa Phi; American Asso-
ciation for the Advancement of Science; 
Entomological Society of America; Pan 
Pacific Entomological Society; Ameri-
can Genetics Association; American Eu-
genics Society; American Association of 
University Professors; and Utah Aca-
demy of Sciences, Arts and Letters. 
Dr. Henderson's greatest contribu-
tion was perhaps that which he made 
in the classroom. He was particularly 
efficient as a teacher. This resulted 
from a combination of factors, including 
his natural capabilities, proficient train-
ing, his continuous, thorough and sys-
tematic preparation and presentation of 
subject matter, together with his sym-
pathetic understa'nding of student char-
acter and problems. His nobleness of 
character, wisdom, meekness, sincerity, 
guilelessness, efficiency and friendliness 
developed in students and associates 
alike, a wholesome respect and sincere 
affection. 
The high esteem and kind affection 
in which the students of Utah State 
Agricultural College held this devoted 
teacher was manifest by their dedica-
tion of the 1935 Buzzer to him. 
To all of his work Dr. Henderson 
brought enthusiasm, freshness and ex-
cellence. During recent months and 
years, his youthfulness of spirit and 
ambition was revealed by his frequently 
expressed desire to continue on with 
his teaching and research work. He was 
tireless in all of h!s efforts and his en-
thusiasm, zeal and devotion to duty 
often carried him far beyond the point 
to which his physical strength should 
have been taxed. 
The interests and work of Dr. Hen-
derson extended beyond the College 
can1pus to community, state and na-
tional problems. He rendered unstinted, 
efficient and highly inspirational service 
as a church teacher and speaker. He 
wielded a wholesome, effective influence 
in civic and political activities. 
Dr. Henderson was highly respected 
and greatly admired by all who kne~ 
him. In his passing, the College, the 
community, the state and the nation 
have lost a great teacher, a valiant scien-
tist, a sincere friend and a champion of 
truth and right.- Charles ]. Sorenson. 
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Is There a Better Way to Eradicate Noxious ~eeds 
Experimental Results Show Certain Cropping Practices are Successful in Eradication 
By R. J. EVANS 
t ms used on the 
whitetop plot at Pal, 
myra and th averag 
wei ht of th white' 
top root found per 
tr nch following each 
practice. 
Th mo t striking 
re ult of the tudie 
i th go d weed kills 
obtained by growing 
sugar be t corn sor' 
hum and oybean. 
T HE ultimate ob, jective of the 
state weed program is 
the eradication of nox, 
ious weeds. At pres' 
ent the recommended 
m ethods for weed 
eradication include the 
use of chemicals and 
th practice of clean 
cultivation. The use of 
chemicals in w ed con' 
trol is expensive and is 
not always certain. 
Clean cultivation, a 
widely mploy d for 
Chemicals can be most effectively used for the control of weeds along fence rows, 
irrigation ditche and along railroad right of way such as illustrated above h r ar in icative of 
Th r ults obtained 
the control of wild morn in ,glory and 
whit top, is exp n ive and retires the 
land from cropping for two or three 
years. Because of the exp n e and loss 
of incom from the land many farmers 
feel that th y cannot afford to begin a 
we d c ntrol program. 
Les xpensiv m thods of we d con' 
trol n d further inv stigati n. Som 
rapid'growing crops which produce a 
den e foliag may b able to comp t 
ucce fully with m t w ed. There 
are also many intensively cultivated 
crop which could bud in a weed 
control program by the more careful 
farmer. Som farm r, for exampl , 
have reported that the intensive culti, 
vation practiced in c I ry production 
has produced almo t complete kills of 
morning,glory and whitetop. 
Two field experiments have been 
conducted by the Utah A ricultural Ex' 
periment Station to tudy some of the 
po ible cropping ractices that might 
be u eful in a we d control program. 
ne field was located near Logan on 
five acres of land heavily infe ted with 
mornin ,glory. The second field of fiv 
acre was located near Palmyra in Utah 
County and was uniformly covered 
with whit t p. 
Each of the e fields was divided' into 
plots 33 x 60 feet. About 33 differen t 
croppin practices wer carried out with 
each practice rep ated on thre diff r' 
ent plot. The crop plant d includ d 
sugar beet, corn, barl y, wh at, alfalfa 
oyb an ,sorghum smooth brom gra , 
Re d canary ras, and a pa tur mix, 
ture. Th experiment were continu d 
for thr e yars (19 39,1942). In 1943 
the field w re uniformly plow d. After 
th 100 organic material had decayed, 
three trenc~e wer dug in each plot 
to determine the quantities of live roots 
of the noxious weeds left following 
each tr atment. Th accompanying 
table h ws th various cr pping sy , 
The experimental whitetop control plots at 
Palmyra, Utah County. This field was 
divided into plots 33 x 60 feet and about 
33 different cropping practices were car-
ried out with each practice repeated on 
three different plots 
what could be aCCOffi' 
plished by farm r with a serie of in' 
t n ively cultivat crops. Many farm' 
ers fail with such a program, howev r, 
becau they do not clean the weeds 
out thoroughly from around the rop 
plants, or they miss a cultivation or 
two. If corn i check planted 0 that 
it can be cultivated in two dir ction 
the amount of hand labor required in 
a we d control procrram is gr atly r ' 
duced over that ne ded when u ar 
beet or other crop ar grown. 
The kill obtain d with barley and 
oyb an ar of perhap more inter st 
than tho e re ulting from the cultivat d 
crops. With these crop, the land was 
plowed early in th spring. This set 
the we d back and gave the barley a 
chance to get w 11 e tabli hed efor 
the whitetop merged. Th barley th n 
shaded th we d and k pt them fairly 
w 11 under control until the barl y rna' 
tured. Following the harvest of the 
barl y, the land wa cl an cultivat d 
the r mainder of th umm r and fall. 
oybean ar planted much later than 
(Continued on page 18) 
WEEDS THA T MAY BECOME NOXIOUS 
Small Areas of Weeds Should Be Eradicated and Not Allowed to 
Become Menace to Large Districts 
By ARTHUR H. HOLMGREN 
T HE early recognition of weed' pests is important in weed control pro' 
grams. Small patches of even the most 
persistent weeds can be brought under 
control so that further spread will be 
prevented if a noxious weed is recog' 
nized and destroyed before its spread 
becomes general. • 
Four weeds, which are at present re' 
stricted to certain areas of the state, but 
which, if allowed to spread, may be' 
come serious pests, are described and 
illustrated here. Two of the plants 
(nut'grass and halogeton) have been 
discussed before (FARM &1 HOME 
SCIENCE, Sept. 1940; Dec. 1943), but 
the serious problems each will add, if 
allowed to spread further, justify this 
reminder. 
Nut-grass 
The fertile farming areas in Moab, 
Grand County, are rapidly being in· 
vaded by nut'grass (Cyperus esculen-
tus L.). This pest is now the most seri, 
ous weed problem in one of the finest 
truck gardening communities in the 
state. Untold damage can be expected 
wherever this plant becomes estab, 
lished. Celery producing areas would 
be seriously affected' because the plant 
thrives in well irrigated soils. Nut'grass 
should be recognized as readily as wild 
morning' glory or whitetop. It is a per' 
ennial, living from year to year as do 
most noxious weeds, and reproduced by 
seeds and tubers which may remain 
dormant for several seasons. The tri, 
(1) Madder with underground stem. (2) 
Fruiting stem of madder shows matured 
pea-sized berries. (3) Field buttercup. 
(4) Fruit cluster of field buttercup. (5) 
Individual fruit of field buttercup 
angular stems, which vary from 10 to 
18 inches in height, do not branch, and 
the entire plant looks very much like 
a grass. The straw,colored spikelets are 
subtended by several long leaf,like 
bracts. 
Nut'grass is widespread throughout 
the United States. It is most trouble' 
some in the eastern states and along the 
Pacific Coast. Although its occurrence 
in Utah is sporadic- Grand, Salt Lake, 
and Utah Counties - nut,grass can 
quickly become well established in every 
farming community in the state if it is 
not recognized before the damage is 
done. 
Halogeton 
Halogeton (Halogeton glomeratus 
([M. Bieb.] C. A. Mey.) has become so 
well established in the western part of 
the state that it should be looked for 
around the farm and ranch. The poi, 
sonous nature of the plant is known, 
and serious livestock losses have been 
attributed to this recent introduction. 
If halogeton invades fields and waste 
places near farm buildings, livestock 
losses should be expected- especially in 
the fall of the year. The plant looks 
very much like Russian'thistle and is 
an annual, reproducing by seeds. The 
leaves of halogeton end abruptly in a 
hair ... 1ike point, whereas the leaves of 
Russian'thistle gradually taper to a 
sharp point (See illustration, page 15). 
At maturity the winged covers of the 
seeds often form a solid mass from the 
ground to the tips of each branch. 
The juicy, fleshy leaves of halogeton 
seem to attract sheep when other forage 
is dry. Although the plants are poison' 
ous to both sheep and cattle, losses 
caused by halogeton poisoning have 
occurred only with sheep, as cattle rare' 
ly eat the plant. Halogeton is extremely 
drought resistant and even after long 
dry periods under arid conditions the 
plants may contain an excess of 80 per-
c nt water. 
Field Buttercup 
Field buttercup (Ranunculus arvensis 
L.) is invading alfalfa and grain fields 
in the vicinity of Smithfield, Cache 
unty. The plant is an annual and 
reproduces by seeds. The stems often 
become much branched and vary from 
8 to 12 inches in height. The lower 
leaves have a definite leaf stalk and 
are frequently undivided; the upper 
leaves are without a leaf stalk and di-
vided into 3 narrow divisions. The 
flowers are bright yellow and solitary 
or in clusters. The fruits are clustered 
in groups of 4-7 and armed with spines. 
Field buttercup might become a serious 
pest in alfalfa fields where it thrives 
and rapidly becomes disseminated 
through haying operations. A single 
plant will produce 100-200 spiny fruits 
which reduce the quality of hay. 
If sufficient palatable forage is avail-
able field buttercup is not eaten because 
it contains a disagreeable acrid juice 
which is somewhat poisonous. Dried 
plants are apparently harmless a the 
poison evaporates when the plants are 
cut with the hay. The most objection-
able features of the plants are the spiny 
fruits that are produced in such abun-
dance. Sore mouths might be expected 
in livestock feeding on hay containing 
matured field buttercups. 
Madder 
Madder (Rubia tinctorum L.) has 
been known in Utah for several years. 
I t has not yet become established as a 
troublesome weed, although it has most 
of the characteristics of one. It repro-
duces by seeds and has heavy rootstocks 
like most noxious weeds. The stems 
for December 1944 
(1) Mid-summer flowering plant of haloge-
ton. (2) Fall fruiting plant of halogeton. 
(3) Much enlarged five-parted floral en-
velopes of halogeton which appear in such 
profusion in the fall and assist in the 
spreading of the seed by wind. (4) Nut-
grass. (5) Nut-grass flowering spike and 
underground tubers 
often become woody at the base and 
are armed with hooked prickles on the 
angles. The flowers are yellow and 
grouped together in clusters. Madder 
thrives on ditchbanks and in rich soil. 
The roots of madder contain a dye 
which yields colors of great permanence 
and stability. Madder colors include 
shades of red- Madder red and the 
well-known Turkey-red, which posses' 
ses a much higher degree of luster and 
fixity- pink, black, purple, and choco-
late. The plant was extensively culti, 
vated in Holland, France, Italy, and 
Turkey for centuries until alizar'in, the 
important coloring principle in madder, 
was artificially produced in 1869. 
The bones of animals fed madder 
turn red, as well as the claws and beaks 
of birds, because of the peculiar chem, 
ical affinity of pho phate of lime for th 
dye. 
Of the four plants discussed above, 
nut-grass and halogeton are most seri, 
ous. Their noxious potentialities are aI, 
ready known and constant vigilance 
may prevent grave losses in farm crops 
and livestock. 
• 
James A Bennett, at present employed in 
range livestock investigations at the experi-
mental station at Swift Current, Saskatche-
wan, Canada, has been appointed assistant 
professor of animal husbandry. Mr. Bennett 
will fill the position left vacant by Dr. I. F. 
Edwards who leaves January 1 to take over 
his family farm in Iowa. Mr. Bennett re-
ceived both his B.S. and M.S. degrees at 
Utah State. 
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NEW RANGE CATTLE 
EXPERIMENT 
The panel shows typical range conditions on 
the summer range in Logan Canyon where 
range cattle production studies are being 
conducted. (Circle) Experimental cattle as 
they entered the ummer range July 1 
I MPR VING the produ ti n f rang cattle i the purpo e of an-
other study initiat d Jun 1, 1944 by 
the D partm nts f Animal Hu ban dry 
and Range Mana m nt. Th tudy is 
de igned to compare the ff ct of age 
of br din h ifer upon th ir £Ii-
i ncy of r producti nand th eff ct 
of early gra4in of summ r rang upon 
th productivity of the fora e. The x-
p rimental work i bing conduct d on 
two ad j inin fen d pastur , a part 
of the Cach National F r st and lo-
cated 22 mil s ea t f Logan. Th 
pa ture appr ximat ly 200 acr ach, 
ar typical mountain u umm r rang , 
v tati n b in chi fly a pen and 
ru h of high producti ity. Cattl 
u d f r the tudi in Iud 69 h ad of 
y arlin Her ford heifer own d by 
f ur m mb r of th La an Canyon 
the summer 
primarily f r th 
the rang. Th 
innin dat in north rn 
Utah n hi h I vati n range is July 1. 
Providin th r range r farm fe d t 
w durin Jun i, f cour e, costly 
to th pr ducer. Although s m ex-
prim u gest that t a young for-
ag i n t so nutriti u to animals as 
am what mar mature fe d, all indica-
ti n su ge t that by Jun 1, plants ar 
adequat ly matur to make good fe d 
on th mountain rang . There re-
main, howev r, the question as to 
wheth r this early gra4ing will injure 
th ran . If, ov r a long-time period, 
ran pr duction d crea as a result 
INITIATED 
Study Being Made of Influence of Age 
of Breeding and Season of Gr3Ling on 
Production of Range Cattle 
By 1. F. EDWARDS and 
L. A. STODDART 
of early gra4ing, then the producer 
would benefit by providing other range 
durin Jun. Convers ly, if production 
does not decrease th n in view of good 
animal ains during June and shortag 
of other fed, arly gra4ing would 
clearly be desirabl. Effects of early 
gra4ing on range production have been 
tudi d ut little on summer ranges. 
To determine wh th r hi h mountain 
range are harm d by arly grazing, one 
xperimental pasture used in thi tudy 
i op n t razing Jun 1· the other, 
July 1. At pre ent tacking is adjusted 
so as to raze the pasture at exactly 
the same int nsity- that is, the pa ture 
gra4 d a shorter sea on supports more 
animals while bing gra4ed. If differ-
ence are not detectable over a period 
of y ar , however m r animals will be 
placed on the long-season p( stur so 
that this pasture support the same 
numb r of animals a the hart-sea on 
pastur , but upports th m for a long r 
period. 
T o determine whether range produc-
tion decreases, a dual check is availabl . 
Animal gains and production will de-
er ase upon rious depl tion of th 
range. Ev n efor thi decrc~se take 
place, howev r, a d cr ase in preferred 
forage plants and an increase in I w 
forage plants will occur. To detect th 
latter change a number of study plots 
have been locat d in each pasture, 
hawing detailed locati nand si4e of 
thou and of forage plants. By re-
xammm these plots the slight st in-
ere a or decrease in plant or changes 
in th ir vigor will be detected long be-
fore the change is readily vi able to th 
ca ual observer. 
Allowing range heifers to be bred 
when yearlings is a common practice in 
Utah. In most cases, cattlemen have 
had no opportunity to control the ag 
to bre d heifers since they are gra4ed . 
on the open range along with the breed-
ing herd. The outlook for extensive 
range reseeding and the establishment 
of breeding pastures on the forest pr m-
ise facilities which will allow cattlemen 
Farm and Home Science 
to have more control over breeding 
operation. Therefore, it is particularly 
important to have reliable information 
at hand relative to the desirable age to 
breed range heifers. 
Economic studies or surveys of range 
cattle operations indicate that allowing 
heifers to be bred when yearlings re-
sults in a higher death loss among 
heifers at calving time, a decrease in 
calf crop percentage, and lighter calves 
at weaning time. This was found to 
be particularly true in cases of heifers 
that had been wintered under poor con-
ditions and were thin at calving time. 
The studies reveal that such heifers 
tend to develop into undersized cows 
and may fail to produce a calf the fol-
lowing year. 
Results of experimental studies are 
not entirely in agreement with respect 
to the practice of breeding range heifers 
when yearlings, compared to deferred 
breeding until 2-year-olds. McCampbell 
(1920) of the Kansas Agricultural Ex-
periment Station, concluded from a five-
year study with heifers developed with-
out grain, that breeding them to drop 
their calves at 3 years of age was the 
most practical under range and semi-
range conditions. Heifers bred to calve 
at 2 years of age, in comparison with 
those in the "deferred breeding" group, 
weighed an average of 48 pounds less 
at maturity; the first calf crop was 30 
percent lower; and the weight of calves 
at weaning, over a 3-year period, aver-
aged 57.5 pounds less. 
On the other hand, Withycombe et 
a1. (1930) at the Oregon Station, in 
summarizing results of a 6-year study 
of deferred breeding of beef heifers, re-
ported that it was most profitable to 
breed heifers to calve at 2 years of age, 
even when they were not fed liberally 
during the wintering period. At the 
age of 6.5 years, the cows that had 
dropped their first calves when 2-year-
olds had produced an average of 0.7 
more calf for the entire period than 
those that dropped their first calves 
when 3-year-olds. Early breeding did 
not affect the size of the calves pro-
duced in subsequent years. At 4 years 
of age, the difference in weight between 
the two groups of cows was slightly 
less than 100 pounds in favor of the 
cows in the "deferred breeding" group. 
In view of the need for more experi-
mental information concerning the in-
fluence of age of breeding upon the effi-
ciency of reproduction in range cattle, 
the Utah Station designed an experi-
ment to study this problem. On July 1, 
1944, the experimental heifers were di-
for December 1944 
vided into two comparable groups and 
put into separate pastures. Two bulls 
were allowed to run with one group of 
heifers for an 86-day period, July 1 to 
September 25. No bulls were allowed 
with the other group. These heifers 
will not be bred until the 1945 breed-
ing season, beginning July 1, at which 
time they will be 2-year-olds. 
The efficiency of reproduction of the 
two groups of heifers will be studied 
over a period of at least 5 years. Re-
sults of the investigation will be based 
on the development of the heifers when 
they become mature cows, calf <!rop 
percentage, pounds of beef produced 
per cow, and net returns to the oper-
ator. The extent to which these factors 
are influenced by feeding and manage-
ment practices employed by the cooper-
ating cattlemen during the wintering 





(Cuntinued from page 1) 
age fell to 34,000. It appears to be 
quite unlikely that beet acreage, under 
the present price and cost relationships, 
can be increased above this low level 
of 34,000 acres, and it may decline still 
further if the labor situation becomes 
more critical and there is no improve-
ment in prices. In order to obtain the 
desired acreage, however, the price 
would need to be raised to a point 
where it would be commensurate with 
competing crops. 
Potatoes 
Under the assumption that 1944 
prices wilt"prevail for 1945 crops, there 
is likely to be little change in potato 
acreage in 1945. It is thought that the 
acreage grown in marginal areas should 
be greatly reduced. A discontinuation 
of growing potatoes in areas not favor-
able because of soil, irrigation water, 
climate, and location, would reduce the 
acreage to about 15,000 acres. 
Processing vegetables 
An increase in the acreage of vege-
tables for processing over the 1944 acre-
age is anticipated. This increase will 
likely tax to the limit the processing 
facilities of the state for peas, lima 
beans, and corn and will far exceed the 
capacity for processing tomatoes, es-
pecially if a favorable year with high 
yields should be experienced. 
The present support price on toma-
toes is sufficient to enable the proc-
essors to contract for an acreage above 
plant capacity. It is estimaeed that with 
1944 price schedules for tomatoes, that 
the acreage for 1945 will be increased 
to 12,000 acres. It is estimated that 
with certain moderate increases in ma-
chinery, the present plant capacity of 
9,000 acres could handle 10,000 to 
11,000 acres. 
The 1945 acreage of snap beans will 
probably be far below the recommenda-
tions for 1944. An increase of $25.00 
per ton in the support price for pole 
beans failed to induce the farmers to 
contract the desired acreage. Because 
the support price on bush beans was 
held at the 1943 level a reduction of 
over 30 percent in the usual contracted 
acreage has occurred. The farmers feel 
that the support price for bush beans 
is not sufficient to bring the crop into 
fair competition with other crops that 
utilize less labor. If the present rela-
tionships in support prices are main-
tained for 1945 the desirable acreage for 
snap beans will be difficult to obtain. 
Barley 
Barley acreage reached an all time 
high in 1943, but was reduced in 1944. 
In most irrigated areas in the state bar-
ley produces more pounds of feed to 
the acre than do other small grains. For 
this reason it was recommended that 
the 1945 barley acreage be increased by 
25,000 acres over the 1944 production. 
Spring wheat 
The acreage of wheat grown for feed 
on irrigated land should be replaced by 
barley other than where wheat yields 
as much or more per acre than barley. 
Wheat production on irrigated land 
ma y be justified in such cases. 
Winter wheat 
The place to obtain more wheat is 
on dry land where there is no compe-
tition from other crops. High prices 
combined with favorable moisture con-
ditions are causing substantial expansion 
in dry land wheat. The principal dan-
ger in expanding the dry farm wheat 
acreage is that wheat may be planted 
under such unfavorable physical condi-
tions that the yields may not be high 
enough to justify the expense. 
Oats 
Because of the lower yields (pounds 
per acre of oats compared to barley or 
wheat) the oat acreage should be re-
duced except in areas especially adapted 
for oat production. 
Hay crops 
Hay crops, principally alfalfa of about 
500,000 acres, represents the largest 
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acreage of any crop grown in the state. 
A slight increase in acreage for 1945 
over 1944 is recommended. 
Livestock 
During the years 1941, 1942, and 
1943 the number of livestock of most 
kinds in Utah was relatively high and 
was increasing. Exceptions were horses 
and sheep which during the past three 
years declined below the past ten-year 
average. The high numbers of live-
stock were made possible by better than 
average climatic conditions which re-
sulted in better than average grazing 
resources on ranges and pastures, and 
above normal per acre yields of feed 
crops. Also the ratio of feed' prices to 
prices of meat and livestock products 
has been favorable for an expansion of 
numbers. This was particularly import-
ant and resulted in substantial increases 
in hog and turkey numbers. 
As the better than normal feed sup-
ply condition and price relationships 
cannot be depended upon to continue 
during 1945 or the succeeding years, 
some additional readjustment in the 
numbers of some kinds of livestock 
seems necessary. In suggesting read-
justment in the numbers, national food 
requirements as well as prod'uction re-
sources have been kept in mind. It is 
suggested that the reduction be made 
in beef cattle as the ranges are better 
adapted to sheep. While this is the de-
sirable situation, under present price 
conditions it is likely that sheep num-
bers will decline further, but appreci-
able decreases in beef cattle are not like-
ly. In addition to relieving the ranges 
somewhat, the decreases in range live-
stock numbers and cattle put on feed 
also make some additional harvested 
feed available for other classes of live-
stock. Dairy cattle numbers may well 
be increased to utilize most of it. As 
a result total numbers of stock cattle 
and calves probably will not decrease at 
all under conditions assumed for 1945. 
However, because of the record high 
numbers of cattle in the nation and the 
strong possibility of price declines, to-
gether with the pressure of livestock 
numbers on feed supplies, both in the 
nation and in the state, it is thought 
that a moderate reduction in beef cattle 
numbers would be desirable. 
A material reduction in the number 
of sheep and lambs as well as beef cat-
tle to be placed on feed is also sug-
gested as the feed required for fattening 
can be better utilized by humans, dairy 
cows, chickens, or range breeding stock. 
Only in case of large surpluses of feed 
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Table 1. Estimate of crop acreage for Utah for 1941 ~nd 1944, 
and recommended ~creage for 1945 
Cropland acreage 
Crop 1941 1944 Estimate for 1945 based on 1944 prices Adjusted prices 
acres acres acres acres 
Sugar beet 42,000 34,000 . 34,000 50,000 
Potatoes 11,200 18,000 19,000 15,000 
Dry bean 5,000 12,000 11,300 10,000 
Truck crops for proces ing 24,930 27,400 33,375 30,925 
Truck crops for market 5,350 5,845 6,350 6,350 
Sugar beet seed 688 469 750 900 
Vegetable seed 120 1,600 2,000 2,000 
Total row crops 89,288 99,314 106,775 115,175 
Corn 29,000 26,000 29,000 30,000 
Oats 50,000 56,000 51,000 19,800 
Barley 123,000 150,000 160,000 175,000 
Winter wheat 206,000 221,000 235,000 235,000 
Spring wheat 70,000 75,000 70,000 60,000 
Rye ;,000 6,000 6,000 6,000 
Total cereals 483,000 534,000 551,000 525,800 
All tame hay 491,000 491,000 499,000 500,000 
Rotation cropland pasture 56,000 59,000 55,800 55,800 
Total cropland used for 
sod crops 547,000 550,000 554,800 555,800 
Summer fallow 181,000 211,100 235,100 235,100 
Idle cropland 144,800 114,586 73,12; 78,125 
Total cropland 1,445,088 1,509,000 1,520,800 1,510,000 
Table 2. Estimates of livestock numbers for 1942 and 1944, and 
recommended numbers for 1945, for Utah 
Kind of livestock 1942 
no. in 1,000'5 
Horses, mules, and colts 
Cattle and calves, all 
Cows kept for milk, 2 years + 
Other cows, 2 years + 
Sheep and lambs, all 
Ewes, 1 year + 
Hens and pullets 
Chickens raised 
Turkeys raised 
Sows farrowed, spring 












is it desirable to finish many cattle or 
sheep. 
The number of hogs expected in 1944 
is about adjusted to Utah conditions. 
Under normal conditions hogs in Utah 
are grown out to a large extent on non-
marketable feeds and with only a few 
hogs per farm. This is as it should be, 
and this practice should be encouraged; 
otherwise, hogs compete directly with 
dairy cows and chickens for the limited 
supply of local feed grains. A return 
to more nearly normal conditions seems 
to have taken place. 
Egg production in Utah has been 
primarily from commercial producers 
and has fluctuated in volume with vari-
ations in price of eggs and the cost of 
feed. The trend in numbers has been 
up during the past few years. However, 
because of less favorable price relation-
ships and some uncertainty resulting 
from lower feed reserves, the number 
expected for 1945 and 1946 is slightly 
less than for 1944. 
Turkey production on a commercial 
Numbers and production 
1944 Estimate for 1945 based on 












1944 prices Adjusted prices 












basis has been increasing rapidly since 
1935. The industry, particularly in the 
last few years, has been based on the 
cheap wheat produced in Utah and 
southern Idaho and low cost govern-
ment controlled supplies of grain which 
have been shipped into the state. A s-
suming that existing price relationship 
continue the number of turkeys raised 
in 1945 and 1946 is expected to con-
tinue upward. However, it is likely 
that for the best balance of livestock 
and feeds no further increase should 
take place. 
Utah has about 45,000,000 acres of 
land used by range livestock. This area 
by the nature of its topography and 
climate can never be used for any other 
agricultural production. It is important, 
therefore, to plan the agricultural econ-
omy of the state to center around this 
vast natural resource. Sufficient pro-
duction of livestock feed on the tillable 
farm land to give efficient balance with 
range land is important. The trend of 
grain feeding of dairy cows is upward 
Farm and Home Science 
and may well continue somewhat be' 
yond the present. Most of Utah's sheep 
and some cattle receive no farm feed 
at all unless it is for a limited critical 
period such as during a heavy snow 
storm when they cannot graze. Under 
such emergency conditions it is essential 
that stocks of feed, usually some con' 
centrate such as corn, cottonseed cake, 
or pellets, are available. 
• 
BETTER WAY T O ERADICATE 
NOXIOUS WEEDS 
(Continued from page 7 ) 
barley, so with this crop it was possible 
to clean cultivate for a period during 
the spring. The soybeans grow rapidly 
during the warm weather and act as an 
excellent smother crop for the weeds 
on through into the fall. While soy' 
beans have not been very successful as 
a seed crop in Utah, some farmers might 
well consider growing them for hay on 
land infested with whitetop. 
In walking over a well managed pas' 
ture on land infested with whitetop or 
morning,glory, one gets the impression 
that the grasses are killing out the 
weeds. Upon plowing the land, how, 
ever, one immediately finds that the 
weeds are still there. This does not nec, 
essarily mean, however, that the pasture 
has no value in a weed control program. 
A glance at the figures in the table 
shows that all of the grasses and pasture 
mixtures have reduced the weed root 
populations to less than one,half of 
those found in the untreated plots. 
Much of the success from the use of 
pastures in weed control depends upon 
the establishment of a good stand of 
pasture plants and the carrying out of 
a pasture management program such 
that a dense, vigorously, growing sod is 
maintained. 
The results of the experiments re' 
ported here could be applied in many 
ways in a whitetop,control program. 
For rapid and complete eradication of 
the weed, the program should be built 
around clean cultivation and the growth 
of cultivated crops. One suggestive pro' 
gram might be clean cultivation of the 
land the first year, check planted corn 
cultivated at regular two,week intervals 
or as often as necessary to keep down 
weeds the second year, and sugar beet 
the third year. Chemicals should be 
used in the fence lines and along ditch 
banks that cannot be cultivated. Where 
immediate eradication of the weeds is 
impractical, they can be kept under con' 
trol and their vigor greatly diminished 
for December 1944 
by a rotation such as barley, rotation 
pasture (or alfalfa for three years), 
check planted and cross cultivated corn 
one year, and sugar beets one year. The 
success of such a rotation will, of course, 
depend almost entirely on' the care ex' 
ercised in managing the crops. A good 
farmer might almost eradicate noxious 
weeds with such a program over anum' 
ber of years. 
Whitetop Plot Treatments 
Barley 
Plowed early spring and planted 1940 
Fallowed 1940, planted spring 1941 
Average 
Alfalfa 
Plowed early spring and planted 1940 
Fallowed and planted August 1, 1940 
Plowed when whitetop was in bloom and planted July 1, 1940 
Fallowed 1940, planted spring 1941 
Fallowed 1940 and 1941, planted August 1, 1941 
Average 
Smooth bromegrass 
Plowed early spring and planted 1940 
Fallowed and planted August 1, 1940 
Plowed when whitetop was in bloom and planted July 1, 1940 
Fallowed 1940, planted spring 1941 
Fallowed 1940 and 1941, planted August 1, 1941 
Average 
Reed canary grass 
Plowed early spring and planted 1940 
Fallowed and planted August 1, 1940 
Plowed when whitetop was in bloom and planted July 1, 1940 
Fallowed 1940, planted spring 1941 
Fallowed 1940 and 1941, planted August 1, 1941 
Average 
Pasture mixture 
Plowed early pring and planted 1940 
Fallowed and planted August 1, 1940 
Plowed when whitetop was in bloom and planted July 1, 1940 
Fallowed 1940, planted spring 1941 
Fallowed 1940 and 1941, planted August 1, 1941 
Average 
Sugar beets 
Plowed early spring and planted 1940 
Fallowed 1940, planted 1941 and 1942 
Average 
Corn 
Plowed early pring and planted 1940 
Fallowed 1940, planted 1941 and 1942 
Average 
Soybeans 
Plowed early pring and planted 1940 
Fallowed 1940, planted 1941 and 1942 
Average 
Sorghum 
Plowed early spring and planted 1940 
Fallowed 1940, planted 1941 and 1942 
Average 
Wheat 
Fallowed (seeded fall ~1940) 
Plowed when whitetop was in bloom 1940, 




















































*The plots were sampled in the pring of 1944 after all plots had been fallowed during 
1943 to destroy all crof plants. Each plot was sampled in three places and the data in the 
table are the average 0 9 samples. The smaller the amount of roots the more effective was 
the treatment. 
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T wo years ago the 25th Utah State Legislature made a special appro-
priation of $75,000 to the Agricultural 
Experiment Station for the biennium 
1943-45. This, with the regular appro-
priation, made a total of $175,994, an 
increase in state funds of $86,840 over 
the previous biennium. Since the 26th 
Legislature convenes in January, it may 
be well to make an accounting to the 
people of Utah of how these funds 
have been and are being used. 
This increased appropriation has 
made possible the initiation of a num-
ber of much needed research and ser-
vice projects, among which are (1) new 
horticultural research, (2) sheep man-
agement and breeding studies, (3) es-
tablishment of the branch veterinary 
laboratory at Provo, (4) bee loss inves-
tigations, (5) production of foundation 
seed stock of cereals, potatoes, and vege-
tables, and (6) increased funds for the 
investigation of tomato diseases. 
In June 1943, the Station purchased 
a 71-acre farm in Pleasant View, just 
north of Ogden. This farm is located 
in one of the better fruit producing 
areas of the state and will be used for 
(1) the testing of improved varieties of 
stone fruits in an effort to find those 
best suited to Utah conditions, (2) the 
investigating of orchard soil manage-
ment practices to determine practical 
methods of maintaining the organic 
matter content and general fertility 
level of orchard lands, and (3) the 
study of irrigation of orchards on steep 
lands to prevent erosion. 
In the spring of 1944 the Station pur-
chased about 1000 head of Rambouillet 
range sheep. These sheep are being 
grazed on summer range purchased by 
the Branch Agricultural College in the 
mountains east of Cedar City, and on 
winter range near Modena which has 
been set aside by the U. S. Grazing 
Service for experimental purposes. Cer-
tain phases of the research program are 
also being conducted at thc Desert 
Range Station in cooperation with the 
U. S. Forest Service. Both the range 
management and the sheep production 
and management phases of range sheep 
production are being studied. 
In the animal husbandry phase of 
this study high quality rams are being 
used to determine the feasibility of de-
veloping a superior flock of sheep hav-
ing smooth body, open face, long staple 
and producing a high fleece weight of 
clean wool and a large market lamb. 
The comparative value and adaptability 
of high quality Rambouillet and white 
face crossbred sheep for southern Utah 
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RESEARCH INVESTIGA lIONS SPONSORED BY 
SPECIAL STATE APPROPRIATION 
range conditions will also be studied. 
Another phase of this project is to study 
the factors affecting the percentage 
lamb crop and to determine the feasi-
bility of increasing this percentage un-
der range conditions. 
In the range management phases of 
this project an attempt is being made 
to determine the most efficient method 
of developing spring and fall pasture 
for sheep by the use of rye, whefl.t, and 
perennial grasses, and likewise the most 
economical use to be obtained from 
these pastures following their develop-
ment. Studies on the summer range are 
attempting ot determine the most eco-
nomical and practical methods for graz-
ing sheep. Attention is given to con-
servation of range resources and con-
tinued productivity. Similar studies are 
being made on desert winter range 
lands in cooperation with the U. S. 
Forest Service and the U. S. Grazing 
Service. 
Because of the difficulty of sending 
animal disease specimens from the cen-
tral and southern parts of the state to 
the Veterinary Laboratory at Logan, a 
branch laboratory has been established 
at Provo to serve the central part of 
the state in the diagnosis and investiga-
tion of livestock and poultry diseases. 
Another laboratory has also been 
opened recently in Cedar City especi-
ally for testing turkey blood samples 
for pullorum disease. At present Pro-
fessor Harold Nielson from the Logan 
laboratorx is in charge of the work. 
Another problem being investigated 
with the special legislative funds is the 
cause and control of the serious bee 
losses that have occurred in Utah dur-
ing the past few years. Control of these 
losses will not only add to the security 
of the men engaged in beekeeping, it 
will also insure more adequate pollina-
tion of fruits and other insect-pollinated 
plants. 
A source of high quality, disease-
free seed has been a need in the state, 
especially since the war. The Station 
has undertaken the responsibility of 
producing foundation seed of cereals, 
alfalfa, and other forage crops, potatoes 
and biennial vegetables. This seed will 
be increased by approved farmers and 
certified and distributed through the 
Utah Crop Improvement Association. 
The special state appropriation has 
also made possible the enlarging of the 
tomato disease investigations being con-
ducted in cooperation with the U. S. 
Bureau of Plant Industry as well as thl.;; 
continuance of the weed control inves-
tigations. It has also released funds 
formerly used to support some of these 
programs for use in other work. 
These funds have all been used or 
are now budgeted to investigate prob-
lems of great urgency to the prosperity 
of Utah's agriculture. Much of the 
work must have continued support if 
it is to produce results. There are many 
other problems that also need solution 
if agriculture in Utah is to be profitable. 
Support for research must be continu-
ous. 
GRASS 
Grass is the foregiveness of nature--her constant benediction. Fields trampled 
with battle, saturated with blood, torn with the ruts of cannon, grow green again 
with grass, and carnage is forgotten. Streets abandoned by traffic becomes grass-
grown like rural lanes, and are obliterated. Forests decay, harvests perish, flowers 
vanish, but grass is immortal. Beleagured by the sullen hosts of winter, it with-
draws into the impregnable fortress of its subterranean vitality, and emerges upon 
the first solicitation of spring. Sown by the winds, by wandering birds, propagated 
by the subtle horticulture of the elements which are its ministers and servants, it 
softens the rude outline of the world. Its tenacious fibres hold the earth in its place, 
and prevent its soluble components from washing into the wasting sea. It invades 
the solitude of deserts, climbs the inaccessible slopes and forbidding pinnacles of 
mountains, modifies climates, and determines the history, character and destiny of 
nations. Unobtrusive and patient, it has immortal vigor and aggression. Banished 
from the thoroughfare and the field, it bides its time to return and when vigilance 
is relaxed, or the dynasty has perished, it silently resumes the throne from which 
it has been expelled, but which it never abdicates. It bears no blazonry or bloom to 
charm the senses with fragrance or splendor, but its homely hue is more enchanting 
than the lily or the rose. It yields no fruit in earth or air, and yet should its harvest 
fail for a single year, famine would depopulate the world.- John Jame Ingall. 
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SAFFLOWER, A POSSIBLE ECONOMICAL 
OIL-SEED CROP FOR UTAH 
By D. W. PITTMAN 
T HE popular interest in soybep.ns as an oil-seed crop, coupled with the 
fact that the returns from soybeans as 
grown here do not seem to justify the 
use of the good land and plentiful irri-
gation water for their production, 
prompted the trial of some other oil-
seed crop. 
Safflower (Carthamus tinctonus L.) 
is a desert oil-seed crop that has long 
been grown in the Near East on hot 
desert areas where there is a small quan-
tity of irrigation water available. The 
oil is used as a cooking oil, especially 
with rice, and also for soap and for 
paint. The press cake from hulled seed 
is said to be very similar as a feed to 
that from soybeans. If the seed is not 
hulled before extracting, the cake is 
high in crude fiber but good for cattle 
or sheep. In the Orient, safflower is 
also used as a source of dye similar to 
saffron. 
On each of these dates a moderate 
stream of water was hurried rapidly 
over the patch with no time allowed 
for soaking, and it is doubtful if the 
patch had more than 4 or 5 inches of 
irrigation water altogether. 
The crop was slow to mature but be-
cause the stiff stems and hard heads 
seemed proof against lodging or shat-
tering, it was left standing in the .field 
till Sept. 30. An attempt to cut the 
crop with a binder was not successful. 
The stiff thorny plants rolled up the 
canvasses like tumbleweed and the bun-
dles were uneven. However, a small 
combine harvested the crop quite easily. 
The yield of the safflower seed was 
1360 lbs. or 31.8 measured bu hcls p r 
acre. (The actual weight was 42.7 lbs. 
per bushel.) Since safflower, like soy-
beans, is said to be about 20 percent 
oil, this compares favorably with the 
1500 pounds or 25 bu hels per acre 
which is the highest yield from soy-
beans obtained here. However, the soy-
beans were grown on well manured 
land adjacent to 22-ton per acre sugar 
beets, and had about 25 "to 30 inches 
of irrigation water, while the safflower 
was gr·own on unmanured land adjacent 
to 7-ton sugar beets and had only about 
5 inches of irrigation water. 
The hard stems and thorny leaves f 
saffiower see~ to have no value except 
as fertilizer and without a processing 
plant the seed is probably of little value, 
except perhap as poultry feed. If there 
really i a demand for vegetable oil for 
cooking or for paint then from thi 
trial it would seem feasible to produce 
large quantities quite economically from 
safflower on land that has only a !ittl 
irrigation wat r available. 
More information about safflower in 
general can be obtained from U. S. De-
partment of Agriculture Circular N o. 
366 (1935) by Frank Rabak. 
• 
Professor D. C. Tingey, research associate 
professor of agronomy, has returned to the 
campus. For the past two years, Professor 
Tingey has been connected with the Bureau 
of Plant Industry, Soils and Agricultural 
Engineering in the guayule research work, 
with headquarters at Salinas, California. Al-
though Professor Tingey will maintain an 
office on the campus, he will complete the 
analysis of his research data for the govern-
ment before taking over his work here. 
The plant is rather branchy and 
broad-leafed, about two feet tall , with 
orange-colored flowers on the ends of 
the branches somewhat resembling an 
aster, to which plant it is related. The 
edges of the leaves and flower heads arc 
set with small but very sharp spines. 
So sharp are these spines that it is 
rather painful to walk through a field 
of safflower. There are thornless vari-
eties, but the yield of seed of these is 
said to be small. The seed resembles 
small, peg-shaped sunflower seed. 
A. Branch with spine-rike leaves of Russian-thistle, which gradually taper to a point. B. Branch 
with fleshy leaves of halogeton which end abruptly in a hair-like point 
Safflower seed was obtained from 
Frank Rabak, associate biochemist of 
the Division of Drug and Related 
Plants, U. S. Bureau of Plant Industry, 
Soils and Agricultural Engineering, who 
has tried it in different semi-arid region 
for some time. This seed has been 
grown at the Huntley, Montana Experi-
ment Station of the U. S. Department 
of A griculture. 
The seed was drilled at the rate of 
about 60 lbs. per acre on May 13 . Dur-
ing the cool, wet weather of May anJ 
early June, the plants grew slowly and 
it seemed as though they might he sub-
merged under a dense growth !Jf foxtail 
grass, but about July 1, when the 
weather turned hot and dry, they quick-
ly grew to full height and largely 
crowded out the grass. 
The original intention had been to 
grow the crop without irrigation, but 
on July 29 and again on Sept. 1, the 
plants were dry so they were irrigated. 




VALUE OF VACCINATION IN CONTROL 
OF BANG'S DISEASE 
THE AUTHORS 
Dr. W. P. Thomas, head of the Depart' 
ment of A gricultural Economics, is chairman 
of the committee on agricultural production 
goals for the tate. Each year since the be' 
ginning of the war, this committee, like simi, 
lar committees in the other states, has worked 
out production goals for essential food and 
fiber products. These goals have been ba ed 
upon requirements to meet civilian, military 
and lend,lease needs; upon agricultural re' 
Scientist Explains Limitations in Use of Vaccine 
By C. W. RIGGS 
T HE United States Department of Agriculture has conservatively es' 
timated that the annual loss in the Uni, 
ted States from Bang's disease in cattle 
alone amounts to $30,000,000. Add to 
this the human sickness and deaths re' 
suIting from undulant fever, contracted 
from cows with Bang's disease, and it 
is easy to understand why this disease 
ranks first in importance on the list of 
infectious diseases of livestock. 
Years of extensive research and field 
trials by the U. S. Bureau of Animal 
Industry have led to the production of 
a vaccine for use against Bang's disease 
which has proved highly effective in 
protecting cattle from calfhood to at 
least 6 or 8 years of age. Used properly, 
this vaccine is a valuable weapon in the 
fight against Bang's disease, or brucel, 
10sis as the disease is scientifically 
known. Used improperly, the vaccine 
is useless, and may even cause abortion 
in cows. Furthermore, it may cause 
adult animals to becomc reactors to the 
tests for brucellosis. 
Proper Use of Vaccine 
What then is the proper way to use 
the vaccine? Experience has shown that 
the best time to administer it is when 
calves are between four and eight 
months of age. Younger animals will 
not develop a satisfactory immunity, 
while older animals are likely to remain 
reactors to the test after vaccination. If 
a reliable brand of vaccine is used at 
the proper age, calfhood' vaccination is 
a definite success as a preventative 
measure. 
When Not to Use Vaccine 
Under what conditions should vac' 
cine not be used? It should not be 
used on older cattle except in certain 
unusual cases. Records show that the 
vaccine, given to a pregnant cow, may 
actually cause an abortion. Recently, it 
has been demonstrated that the Strain 
19 organisms in Bang's vaccine may 
cause undulant fever in man. These 
organisms are shed in the milk of cows 
vaccinated when lactating. Cows which 
are vaccinated as adults may remain 
positive to the test for years, so that 
w hen occasion arises to have a herd 
tested, individuals will react to the 
Bang's test and are therefore classed as 
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dangerous and unfit for breeding, inter' 
state shipping, shows, sales, or produc, 
tion of market milk. They cannot be 
sold as Bang's free animals, although 
the owner feels the reaction to the test 
is solely the result of vaccination. The 
test will not differentiate between ani, 
mals reacting because of the natural, 
virulent brucella organism, and animals 
reacting as a result of vaccination. 
Vaccination Will Not Cure Bang's 
Disease 
Certainly an infected animal should 
never be vaccinated. Such a practice is 
worthless and dangerous in that it gives 
a false sense of security. A naturally 
infected animal becomes immune to 
Bang's disease without vaccination. 
Most cows having the disease abort 
only their first calf, and a very few 
their second. But the immunity of the 
cow merely allows her to harbor and 
spread the brucella organisms without 
herself showing any ill effects. She may 
still spread the disease to other cows 
and even to humans through her milk. 
Many men are convinced that vaccina' 
tion is valuable in 'sterility cases. It is 
easy enough to see where they might 
draw such a conclusion, and logical to 
see why this is incorrect. These men 
have cows which lose a calf from Bang's 
disease. They vaccinate the cow and 
she carries her next calf to full term; 
therefore, they conclude, vaccination 
cured her. They do not realize that the 
cow would have carried her second calf 
even without vaccination, nor do they 
realize that a vaccinated but infected' 
cow is still a dangerous spreader. There 
is no known cure for brucellosis. The 
best thing to do with a reactor is to 
sell her for beef. Second best is to keep 
ources available in the state, and upon price 
relationships. After the recommendations are 
drawn up by the committee, they are submit, 
ted to Wa hington and then to a large group 
of men from state, federal and other agricul, 
tural organil:ations in the state before they 
are adopted. 
Professor C. J. Sorenson, re earch a sociate 
profe or of entomology, ha worked very 
closely with the late Dr. W. W. Henderson 
since 1926. 
Dr. A. L. Stark, formerly research profes' 
or of horticulture, resigned October 1 and 
is now director of agricultural research and 
information, Wasatch Chemical Company. 
Dr. R. J. Evans, profe or and head of the 
Agronomy Department, has directed the state 
weed control program, and also the re earch 
work on weed eradication, for a number of 
year. 
This i the econd article on weed written 
by Professor Arthur H. Holmgren of the 
Botany Department for Farm and Home 
Science. The December issue, a year ago, 
contained a more detailed account of the new 
poisonous weed, halogeton, that is invading 
western ranges and has already been the cause 
of extensive livestock los es in Nevada. 
Dr. I. F. Edwards, a istant research pro' 
fes or of animal hu bandry, and Dr. L. A. 
Stoddart, research professor of range man' 
agement, are cooperating in range livestock 
tudie. Thi article di cu e the work being 
done on the sum mer range in Logan Canyon. 
Another tudy i being made on pring,fall 
range in the Benmore area in T ooele County. 
Professor D. W. Pittman, a ociate profe ' 
sor of agronomy, spent the three year from 
1940 to 1943 in Iran where he saw saffiower 
grown in an arid climate similar to that of 
Utah. 
Dr. C. W. Riggs, acting head of the De' 
partment of Veterinary Science, i a graduate 
of Colorado State College. He has been a 
member of the staff since January 1943. 
her isolated from the rest of the herd. 
If a program of testing, removing re' 
actors, and vaccination of calves is 
faithfully followed, Bang's disease may 
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